Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are one of the least biased sources of clinical research evidence, and are therefore a critical resource for the practice of evidence-based medicine. With over 10,000 new RCTs indexed in Medline each year, knowledge systems are needed to help clinicians translate evidence into practice. Common ontologies for RCTs and other domains would facilitate the development of these knowledge systems. However, no standard method exists for developing domain ontologies. In this paper, we describe a new systematic approach to specifying and evaluating the conceptual content of ontologies. In this method, called competency decomposition, the target task for an ontology is hierarchically decomposed into subtasks and methods, and the ontology content is specified by identifying the domain information required to complete each of the subtasks. We illustrate the use of this competency decomposition approach for the content specification and evaluation of an RCT ontology for evidence-based practice.
Introduction
Ever since the notion of evidence-based practice was first articulated in 1992 [1] , it has become increasingly accepted that medical care should be based as much as possible on the best available evidence from scientific research rather than on expert opinion or the physician's own personal experience [2] . This ascendance of evidence over eminence is also reflected in the design of clinical decision support systems (CDSSs), the majority of which now base their recommendations on published evidence rather than on expert knowledge [3] . That the medical literature is playing an increasingly central role in clinical practice has profound implications for how clinical research should be published: rather than publishing research findings in traditional prose articles that computers cannot understand [4] , the scientific community should publish research findings directly into machine-understandable knowledge bases that CDSSs can use to help clinicians translate evidence into practice.
In the Trial Bank Publishing Project [5] , we have been collaborating with JAMA and the Annals of Internal Medicine (Annals) to co-publish randomized controlled trial (RCT) reports as both prose articles and as entries into a machine-understandable ''trial bank'' called RCT Bank [6, 7] . RCTs are one of the most valuable sources of evidence for clinical practice. With over 10,000 new RCTs indexed annually in Medline, an open-access knowledge base of the RCT literature is an important and necessary piece of infrastructure for CDSSs that aim to support evidence-based practice.
In developing RCT Bank to capture detailed information about the design, execution, and results of RCTs, the specification of an RCT ontology was critical. However, no standard method exists for developing domain ontologies [8] . In this paper, we describe a new ontology specification and evaluation approach called competency decomposition and demonstrate its use for designing our RCT ontology. We also describe the ontology's implementation, and report on an evaluation of its ability to capture RCTs from the literature.
Background

From evidence to action
Because RCTs yield the least biased information on the effectiveness of interventions, RCTs are often considered the gold standard source of evidence for evidence-based practice. However, substantial gaps often exist between every day practice and ''best practice'' as defined by RCTs [9, 10] . One reason for these gaps is that interpreting and applying RCT evidence is neither quick nor simple. The long road from evidence to action begins with interpreting and summarizing all the RCTs that are relevant to a particular clinical question (Fig. 1) . The canonical method for trial interpretation and summarization is systematic reviewing [11] , which involves assessing the quality of a set of studies, exploring statistical heterogeneity, statistically combining the results if appropriate, and assessing the generalizability of the results to various patient populations [12] . To enable computers to support evidence-based practice, therefore, RCT knowledge bases for evidence-based practice must first and foremost support the task of systematic reviewing. We designate as ''trial banks'' only those RCT knowledge bases whose target task is systematic reviewing. For such trial banks, their ontologies should be driven by the information requirements of systematic reviewing.
Information requirements of systematic reviewing
The trial information required for systematic reviewing has been partially enumerated in recommendations on what trial reports ought to contain [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Almost all the recommendations call for the reporting of details about trial design (e.g., participant blinding), execution (e.g., number of participant withdrawals in each intervention group), and results (e.g., denominators for all values). However, none of the recommendations enumerated the full set of required trial information because they were all implicitly bound by the assumption that trial reports are constrained in size. For example, the CONSORT trial reporting recommendation, accepted by over 80 journals worldwide [18] , includes only 22 items out of the over 100 items they describe as needed for systematic reviewing [19] . Despite these shortcomings, we drew heavily on the trial reporting recommendations as a starting point for our ontology specification. Fig. 1 . Lifecycle view of clinical trials for evidence-based practice. This figure illustrates the place of clinical trials in the evidence chain for evidencebased practice. After trials are performed, their results must be interpreted and applied to clinical care. For the scientific community to properly interpret trials, both the trial protocols and results should be available, for example in repositories such as ClinicalTrials.gov and RCT Bank respectively. Results from related trials should then be synthesized into systematic reviews (e.g., as collected in the Cochrane Collaboration database), incorporated into decision models and guidelines (e.g., as collected in the National Guideline Clearinghouse), and finally matched to electronic medical records to facilitate evidence application.
Other RCT data models
To further inform the development of our RCT ontology, we reviewed the data models of other trial databases and knowledge systems. The Cochrane Controlled Trials Register [20] , although often referred to as a trial database, is more accurately a bibliographic database of trial report citations. Trial databases and registries such as ClinicalTrials.gov [21] , mRCT [22] , PDQ [23] , and others [24] generally include only information sufficient for recruiting subjects or for determining the existence of a trial (e.g., entrance criteria, interventions, and contact details), and thus are not ''trial banks'' in our definition. These databases are also mostly text databases, with XML structures but not formal data models. Few of the databases modeled trial protocols beyond text descriptions of the entrance criteria, and none modeled trial follow-up or outcome results. The data modeling from these databases was therefore of limited value for specification of our RCT ontology.
Of greater value was our examination of data models from trial execution [25, 26] and trial design [27] software. These data models ranged from entity-relationship and UML-specified models to frame-based ontologies. While these models had useful representations of eligibility rules and time [28] , which we borrowed for our ontology, they did not contain sufficient information about study methods (e.g., allocation concealment) as would be needed by meta-analysts.
Ontology specification
Method
We specified the contents of and evaluated our trial bank ontology using a method we call competency decomposition. In this method, a top-level target task is decomposed into subtasks and the methods by which each subtask is to be accomplished. Then, the necessary and sufficient trial information items are defined for completing each subtask using the specified method(s). This decomposition process is recursively iterated across all the subtasks, thus generating a task hierarchy whose leaves are the required information items for the lowest level subtasks. If an ontology has all the requisite information items for a task, it is said to be competent for that task. For example, quantitative synthesis is a target task of trial banks. The Mantel-Haenszel formula is one method for statistically pooling observed odds ratios into a summary estimate. The Mantel-Haenszel formula requires the odds ratios for each of the trials to be combined, which implies a requirement for the complete 2 Â 2 contingency table for each outcome of each trial that is to be pooled. This competency decomposition leads to two implications for trial banks that intend to support Mantel-Haenszel meta-analysis of odds ratios. First, their data schemas must model a complete 2 Â 2 contingency table for each outcome variable. Second, trial authors must report complete 2 Â 2 tables for each outcome in their trials. Using this framework, the data requirements for other meta-analytic methods can be similarly specified.
Our competency decomposition method adapts and combines Chandrasekerans Generic Tasks [29] and Gruningers competency-questions [30] approaches to knowledge system design. The key contribution of the Generic Tasks idea was to represent knowledge based on how that knowledge was to be used in a knowledge system. Generic Tasks (e.g., classification, data retrieval, plan selection, and refinement) were defined that could be implemented as problem-solving ''building blocks'' for intelligent systems. Tasks could be further decomposed into subtasks, and the methods by which the knowledge system will achieve them, to drive more specific problem-solving modules. We adapted this task decomposition approach to specify the content of domain ontologies rather than problem-solving modules. For the competency-questions approach, the key contribution was a formal approach to specifying and evaluating the ''competencies'' of a knowledge system, or what a knowledge system claims to be able to do. We improved upon this approach by providing a hierarchical task-based approach to defining the competency questions.
While our adaptations of the Generic Task and competency-questions approaches are not large, the resulting benefits of our competency decomposition approach are significant. First, a task hierarchy is understandable by both knowledge-modeling and domain experts, and can thus be revised easily in collaboration. Second, it is clear which information items are required for which tasks, and also which tasks each information item is required for. Finally, the competency decomposition can be used to specify, evaluate, or document an ontology. An ontologys content specification is simply the information requirements for the tasks and subtasks that the knowledge base is to support. An ontology can be evaluated by comparing its content to the competency decomposition: the ontology is ''competent'' for all tasks for which it contains all the information requirements. An ontology can be documented by listing the tasks for which an ontology is competent. Such documentation can promote the sharing and reuse of ontologies, and can facilitate the definition of common ontologies. These benefits stand in contrast to other methods for specifying ontology content. For example, neither deriving an ontologys content from ad hoc cogitation nor from natural language processing of a corpus leads to clear statements about an ontologys purpose or what tasks it can support. Such clear and task-based statements of ontological ''competencies,'' as can be provided by our method, are valuable for using shared ontologies to improve knowledge systems.
Our competency decomposition method can be applied to any domain. We now illustrate its application to the modeling of RCTs.
The trial bank competency decomposition
Using systematic reviewing as the target task for our competency decomposition, we identified 5 top-level tasks, 23 subtasks, and 74 sub-subtasks based on the literature and on personal experience with systematic reviewing (http://rctbank.ucsf.edu/tasks/tasks.html). The five top-level tasks are: (1) trial retrieval, (2) judgment of each trial's internal and (3) external validity, (4) quantitative synthesis of trial results, and (5) interpretation of the trial within the epidemiologic and socioeconomic context of the clinical problem under investigation (Table 1) .
Task 1: Trial retrieval
A systematic review starts with a comprehensive search for all relevant trials [31, 32] . Queries for systematic reviews often search on trial concepts such as inclusion and exclusion criteria, subject characteristics, interventions, and outcomes. An example query is ''all RCTs on aspirin use in women over age 65 that included more than 6 months of follow-up, in which the primary outcome was total mortality and the follow-up was over 80%.'' To support trial retrieval, our competency decomposition identifies the trial concepts that should be modeled in a trial bank ontology, but not particular instantiations of those concepts. For example, while the competency decomposition specifies Intervention as a needed concept, it does not dictate which particular interventions (e.g., aspirin) need to be modeled. For RCT Bank, we use the unified medical language system (UMLS) [33] for coding the clinical semantics of attribute values. We chose the UMLS preferred terms as our controlled vocabulary because of the UMLS' scope, availability, and low cost. In our competency decomposition, no information requirements are listed under this task decomposition because the retrieval tasks all overlap with other top-level tasks.
Task 2: Judging internal validity
A trial's internal validity is the extent to which its findings are an unbiased estimate of the effect under study. Although there are no standard methods for judging internal validity, methodologists generally agree on the trial information they need for making these judgments [34] . For example, because low compliance rates lead to underestimates of an intervention's true effect, all methodologists would agree that information on compliance is needed for judging internal validity even though they may disagree on how to adjust for low compliance [35, 36] . We identified and decomposed 11 subtasks and 40 sub-subtasks for judging internal validity independent of any particular method, but with explanations for how the trial attributes may affect internal validity. Overall, 112 information items were required for this task.
Task 3: Judging external validity
A trial's external validity is the extent to which its findings are generalizable beyond the immediate circumstances of the trial. For example, to determine if a trial is relevant to a particular patient, one needs to know where the trial was performed and its inclusion and exclusion criteria. As with the judgment of internal validity, there are few standard methods for judging external validity, so the 4 subtasks and 14 sub-subtasks were also decomposed independent of any particular method for evaluating external validity. Overall, 29 information items were required for this task.
Task 4: Quantitative synthesis
If a set of trials is sufficiently similar in their methodology and clinical features, it may be appropriate to pool their results statistically in order to achieve greater power for detecting an effect. The subtasks of quantitative meta-analysis are to determine the design, clinical, and statistical heterogeneity of the trials, to calculate a summary statistic for each trial (e.g., an odds ratio), and to combine these numbers using a meta-analytic method if appropriate. Deciding whether trials are sufficiently similar to warrant meta-analysis is something of a black art, and the decomposition here is both method independent and sketchy. In contrast, there are many metaanalytic methods. We decomposed the tasks for the fixed effects, the random effects, and the meta-regression methods, and identified four unique required information items.
Task 5: Contextual interpretation
RCTs should be analyzed within their scientific, epidemiologic, socioeconomic, and ethical context. For our competency decomposition, we identified 3 subtasks and 12 sub-subtasks independent of any method for interpreting trial context. Eight of the sub-subtasks specify trial-related information needed for contextual interpretation, information such as Institutional Review Board approval, informed consent procedures, potential competing interests of investigators, or whether findings were retracted for fraud or error. The other 4 sub-subtasks specify contextual information such as the epidemiology and treatment costs of the disease. Overall, 30 information items were required for this task.
This trial bank competency decomposition sets the content standards for the ontology of any knowledge system that purports to support systematic reviewing. Any particular ontology may fall short of this standard due to modeling implementation problems or explicit system design choices.
Evaluation of competency decomposition
Our competency decomposition specified 147 unique items of trial information (referred to as the C-D Items) that should be modeled in a trial bank ontology. These C-D Items included all the items mentioned in the trial reporting recommendations we reviewed [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Furthermore, as we described elsewhere [6] , the C-D Items included 96% of the information items needed by 18 published trial critiquing instruments [37] . Trial critiquing instruments are an external check on what trial information is needed for judging a trial's internal and external validity, although these instruments have limited scope because they were designed for use on trial reports of limited length. The C-D Item's almost complete coverage of trial critiquing items supports our claim that the C-D Items includes all the information needs of systematic reviewing. The 4% of trial critiquing items that were not in the C-D Items were mostly items related to trial reports (e.g., study title, abstract) rather than to trials themselves. Conversely, 35% of the C-D Items, especially those relating to judging external validity, were not used by any of the 18 trial critiquing instruments, reflecting the limited scope of these instruments. In summary, we validated the C-D Items against the state-of-the-art trial reporting and critiquing literature, and demonstrated that the C-D Items are a more complete enumeration of the information needs of systematic reviewing than is available in the literature.
RCT Schema
We implemented the C-D Items content specification as an Ocelot frame-based 1 ontology [38] called RCT Schema. 2 The RCT Schema class hierarchy is seven levels deep with 188 frames and 601 unique slots. There are an average of 9.8 slots per frame, and 13 frames (7%) have multiple parents. One hundred and eighty-seven of the 601 slots (31%) take other frames as values.
We developed RCT Schema iteratively using a middle-out ontology modeling approach [39] , in which we constructed our task hierarchy from the ''middle tasks out'' rather than from the top-level tasks down or from the lowest-level tasks up. More than 147 frames were needed to represent the 147 unique information items because some of the more complex information items (e.g., description of the outcome) required several frames to describe (e.g., rate outcomes need a denominator, cost outcomes need a discount rate).
Class hierarchy
RCT Schema captures details about a trial's administration, design, execution, and results ( Table 2 ). The class hierarchy is rooted in the class TRIAL. A trial consists of one or more experiments conducted on a group of subjects selected according to predefined criteria. One trial may give rise to several studies: a study on the trial's main hypotheses, and potentially many secondary and follow-up studies. Each study may give rise to many publications. This conceptualization of the trial as the unit of analysis differs markedly from databases such as the Cochrane Controlled Trials Register, in which trial reports rather than the trials themselves are the unit of analysis. The schema and its documentation can be viewed at http://rctbank.ucsf.edu/ontology/outline/index.htm.
Trial
The TRIAL class has slots for frames that describe the information unique to the entire trial, such as the trial name and registry numbers. For each TRIAL, the main study is described by a MAIN-STUDY class, while secondary or companion studies such as follow-up or subgroup studies are described by one or more SECONDARY-STUDY classes. These MAIN-STUDY and SECONDARY-STUDY classes themselves contain pointers to other classes that describe each study's administrative details, clinical and scientific background, conclusions, and publication details. Examples of some administrative details that are captured include investigator names and project contributions; conflicts of interest; the role of funders in data analysis and reporting; informed consent procedures; and locations, and characteristics of planned, withdrawn, and final study sites (Table 2 ). Separate slots hold information about the clinical background to the study, relevant prior evidence, and what this study adds to the literature. The title and citations of study publications are also stored, as well as other publications that refer to this study (e.g., editorials, letters to the editor, retractions).
Protocol
Each MAIN-STUDY or SECONDARY-STUDY of the trial is further described by an INTENDED-PRO-TOCOL and/or an EXECUTED-PROTOCOL class. These classes differ only in that EXECUTED-PROTO-COL contains pointers to the actual results of the trial. For clarity, we restrict our description in this paper to the EXECUTED-PROTOCOL class. This class organizes information about the study design, study groups and subgroups, inclusion and exclusion criteria, interventions and co-interventions, study outcomes and side effects, subject recruitment and enrollment, treatment assignment and randomization, and follow-up. Where appropriate, these slots have unrestricted multiple cardinality so that, for example, studies with multiple arms and an arbitrary number of outcomes can be accommodated.
Design
The statistical design of the MAIN-STUDY is captured in the class SAMPLE-SIZE-CALCULATION, which contains slots for the study's power and sample size calculations. The power calculation is indexed to one of the study's OUTCOME 3 instances. Randomization and assignment are described with slots on blocking, stratification, methods (fixed or adaptive), and assignment ratios. Allocation concealment methods can also be described. 
Populations
RCT Schema models groups of subjects using the class POPULATION, which has slots for the population name, size, age and gender distribution, and the UMLS term that best describes the population. First-level subclasses of POPULATION are RECRUITED-POP-ULATION, EXCLUDED-POPULATION, and ANA-LYZED-POPULATION.
Subclasses of RECRUITED-POPULATION include classes for subjects who were screened, eligible, enrolled, and randomized. Subclasses of EXCLUDED-POPU-LATION include classes for subjects who were screened but not eligible, eligible but not enrolled, enrolled but not randomized, and randomized but excluded from intention-to-treat analysis. These classes have, in addition to the POPULATION slots, a slot that takes multiple instances of the class REASON, which describes each reason for subject exclusion and the number of subjects excluded for that reason.
Subclasses of ANALYZED-POPULATION include classes for subjects assigned to each intervention (STUDY-ARM-POPULATION), subgroups for analysis, and subjects who crossed over off protocol from their assigned intervention to one of the other interventions. These ANALYZED-POPULATION subclasses include a slot for the INTERVENTION-ARM (see Section 4.1.6) to which the subjects were assigned.
Entrance criteria
Standard age and gender criteria are captured in the AGE-GENDER-RULE class, while ethnicity and language criteria are captured in the ETHNICITY-LAN-GUAGE-RULE class. The ethnicity designations are as defined by the United States Office of Management and Budget, and include a field for whether ethnicity was self-identified.
Entrance criteria other than the above are modeled as CLINICAL-RULEs. The CLINICAL-RULE class has slots for the number of subjects satisfying and not satisfying this rule, a UMLS term describing the rule, and pointers to a combination of RECURSIVE-RULEs and BASE-RULEs. For example, the rule that subjects must actively be smoking either a pipe or >2 packs of cigarettes a day would be captured as a RECURSIVE-RULE of one BASE-RULE (''Is an active smoker'') connected with AND to another RECURSIVE-RULE, this one consisting of two BASE-RULEs (''smokes >2 packs of cigarettes a day'' and ''smokes a pipe'') connected by OR (Fig. 2) .
With this modeling approach, RCT Schema can capture any arbitrary nesting of rules. However, RCT Schema currently captures BASE-RULEs as text strings only, which limits the machine-understandability of the overall rule. Also, the modeling of temporal aspects of BASE-RULEs (e.g., ''chest pain within the last 6 h'') is preliminary.
Interventions
RCT Schema can accommodate multi-armed trials. The INTERVENTION-ARM class has slots for a name, a UMLS term describing that arm, and the one or more INTERVENTIONs that are administered to subjects in that arm. Each INTERVENTION is further described with classes appropriate for that type of intervention: drug, procedure, device, or other. For example, the class DRUG describes the drug generic name, manufacturer, trade name, and adjustments. A separate DRUG-STEP class describes the drug dosage, route of administration, frequency, duration, titration goal, and monitoring, so that RCT Schema can model complicated drug regimens such as loading and maintenance doses. The PROCEDURE class allows description of the personnel conducting the procedure, as well as the setting (e.g., ambulatory surgical center or operating room).
Each trial can have several EXPERIMENTALARMs, but only one COMPARISON-ARM. Comparison interventions can be any of the classes allowed for EXPERIMENTAL-ARM (i.e., DRUG, PROCE-DURE, DEVICE, and OTHER-INTERVENTION), or could be PLACEBO, USUAL CARE, or NO-TREAT-MENT. The COMPARISON-ARM class also has a slot for justifying why this control is clinically and statistically appropriate. Each arm is the assigned INTERVEN-TION-ARM, for its corresponding STUDY-ARM-POPULATION.
Outcomes
Each study can have multiple PRIMARY-OUTCOMEs, SECONDARY-OUTCOMEs, BASELINECHARACTERISTICs, and SIDE-EFFECTs. Each outcome is modeled as a continuous, categorical, proportionate, rate, cost, life-year, or scored-instrument outcome. Depending on the outcome type, other relevant information can be collected, such the discount rate and base year for cost outcomes. An OUTCOMES-ASSESSMENT class captures information on how the outcome was assessed (e.g., use of computed tomography of the head with contrast to assess stroke), the reproducibility and validity of the assessment method, who performed the assessment (e.g., CT scan read by one board-certified neuro-radiologist), and whether the assessor was blinded to the subject's assigned intervention and/or to ongoing results of the study.
Each outcome has information about its univariate, multivariate, and/or survival analyses as appropriate, linked to the timepoints at which the outcome was assessed. For example, the STATISTICAL-ANALYSIS-AND-RESULTS instance of an outcome describes the univariate tests and has pointers to results at each timepoint of assessment (e.g., 6 weeks and 6 months). A REGRESSION-ANALYSIS-AND-RESULTS instance for that same outcome may describe a multivariate analysis only for the 6-month timepoint. This modeling allows different timepoints of assessment for different outcomes in a trial, as well as providing full flexibility for representing the statistical analyses undertaken. For each trial, one of the OUTCOME instances is also the primary statistical outcome, the outcome upon which the trial was powered.
Outcomes follow-up and intervention compliance
Although widely used to describe follow-up, the terms ''withdrawal'' and ''dropout'' mean different things to different people. RCT Schema dispenses with these terms and models follow-up as the number of subjects who had a particular outcome assessed at a particular timepoint. The literature generally reports follow-up only for the primary outcome at the longest timepoint, but in fact, the follow-up can differ across outcomes and timepoints. In RCT Schema therefore, each timepoint for each outcome has a slot for the follow-up number for each STUDY-ARM-POPULATION (and for each SUBGROUP-POPULATION if applicable). Furthermore, there is also a slot for the number of subjects who had their outcomes assessed while being on their assigned intervention (the on-intervention follow-up). The numbers of subjects who remained on their assigned intervention at each timepoint is also captured in RCT Schema. All together, this follow-up and compliance information fully specifies the proportion of compliant and non-compliant subjects who had each outcome assessed at each timepoint. This data allows for unambiguous reporting of both intention-to-treat and efficacy analysis results.
Results
Results are captured in a way that is specific to the outcome type (e.g., mean, standard deviation, median, and range are allowable for continuous outcomes). For intention-to-treat analysis, the denominators should be the follow-up numbers for each STUDY-ARM-POP-ULATION for each outcome at each timepoint. If these numbers are not available, then the denominator is assumed to be the number of subjects in each STUDY-ARM-POPULATION. For efficacy analysis, the denominators should be the on-intervention follow-up numbers, as described above. Summary statistics (e.g., odds ratios, p-values, and confidence intervals) are stored for each outcome, STUDY-ARM-POPULA-TION, and timepoint combination, for each univariate, multivariate, and/or survival analysis. Subgroup results are modeled exactly as above using SUBGROUP-POPULATION instead of STUDY-ARM-POPULA-TION. Patient-level data can be captured by defining instances of SUBJECT as a STUDY-ARM-POPULA-TION of size 1.
Other results captured by RCT Schema include the degree to which subjects were able to guess their assigned intervention (blinding efficacy), as well as the trial's conclusions, discussion, limitations, and clinical implications.
Modeling of clinical content
The ontology content specification includes only concepts that are common to all RCTs, and does not impose any requirements or standards on the representation of the clinical aspects of RCTs. For disease-specific trial banks, clinical concepts could be modeled to a finer granularity to capture standardization within that clinical domain. For example, the National Cancer Institute has specified Common Data Elements (CDEs) for nine types of cancers [40] . An example of a CDE for breast cancer research is Menopausal Status, which defines various patient characteristics that determine menopausal status (e.g., hormone levels). To customize RCT Schema for breast cancer trials, Menopausal Status could be modeled as a subclass of BASELINE-CHARACTERISTIC, so that instances of STUDY-ARM-POPULATION or SUBJECT would have standardized instantiations of the characteristics determining menopausal status. Trial banks based on such an extended Breast Cancer RCT Schema would then share among them the semantics of menopausal status while also sharing with all other trial banks the semantics of generic RCT concepts. This granular approach to clinical standardization allows trial banks to exploit common trial and disease semantics when appropriate without being burdened by those semantics when it is not appropriate.
To facilitate cross-comparisons among trial bank entries, it is desirable that the clinical terms come from a standardized clinical vocabulary but the competency decomposition does not specify which vocabulary to use. The richer the clinical vocabulary used, the richer will be the clinical reasoning possible over the trial bank. We currently use UMLS to code the clinical content of eligibility rules, outcomes, and interventions as discussed above, but will be switching to SNOMED CT as it becomes more available.
Use of RCT Schema
We have used RCT Schema to capture 11 trials completely and parts of an additional 13 trials. RCT Bank entries were entered using the Bank-a-Trial secure website, and can be browsed on the web at RCT Presenter (see http://rctbank.ucsf.edu/) for all software.
Competency of RCT Schema
RCT Schema was able to capture 144 of the 147 C-D Items (98%) from real trials, representing the necessary and sufficient information for 69 of the 74 (93%) lowestlevel subtasks of the competency decomposition. The items that RCT Schema could not capture concerned only trials with run-in or washout periods and were not critical to the major tasks of systematic reviewing. This evaluation thus shows that RCT Schema is highly competent for its target task of systematic reviewing. Furthermore, it illustrates how a competency decomposition can be used to evaluate which tasks an ontology is competent for.
Characteristics of captured trials
Nine of the fully captured trials are part of the Trial Bank Publishing Project and were recently published in JAMA or the Annals. These trial bank entries averaged 352 KB in size with 834 instance frames, 685 number values, and 1039 string values. The other two fully captured trials included information from internal trial execution records and are thus less representative of the information typically available about a trial.
The captured trials were diverse in their clinical domains, interventions, outcomes, and results ( Table 3) . The interventions included multi-step drug regimens, invasive procedures, and counseling. Some of the trials had multiple interventions per treatment arm. The outcome types included dichotomous, continuous, categorical, and scored-instrument (e.g., Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale) outcomes. Univariate, multivariate, survival, and regression analyses were captured, as well as both intention-to-treat and efficacy analysis results. Examples of other trial attributes that were captured and that are of special concern to systematic reviewers included participant dropout at any stage of recruitment and follow-up (e.g., after randomization but before any intervention was started), early stoppage, protocol changes during trial execution, and participants' guesses about which intervention they received. We were not able to test a few parts of RCT Schema (e.g., reliability and validity of study questionnaires) because that information was not reported in any of our co-published trials.
As we captured more trials into RCT Bank, we had to refine RCT Schema to accommodate idiosyncratic deviations from traditional trial design. For example, sample sizes are usually calculated in reference to a primary outcome. In one trial, however, the sample size was calculated for an outcome that was listed as a secondary outcome in the final trial report. We therefore relaxed our modeling to allow sample size calculations to be calculated for any outcome, not just the primary outcome.
In several cases, we encountered idiosyncrasies that we could not capture gracefully. For example, in one study, subjects who failed to meet inclusion criteria were nevertheless included in an idiosyncratically defined ''efficacy'' analysis. Following best practices for trial design and reporting, these subjects should have been included in an intention-to-treat analysis or been excluded post-randomization. Because these ''efficacy'' results violated basic tenets about our results modeling, we chose not to enter these results into RCT Bank. The judgment of which ''idiosyncrasies'' should be reflected in the modeling of RCT Schema depends on a detailed understanding of RCT methods and analysis. We are working with an international group of editors and biostatisticians (CONSORT Plus) to adjudicate these decisions.
Limitations
RCT Schema can capture essentially all the information in detailed reports of typical interventional trials. Some rarely reported items that RCT Schema cannot yet capture include nested subgroups, and follow-up rates and intervention compliance for individual subgroups. RCT Schema also cannot yet capture crossover or cluster-randomized trials, or trials with run-in and washout periods, but these trial designs are relatively uncommon. The modeling for capturing follow-up studies and participant-level data is complete but
has not yet been fully tested.
By using UMLS as our standardized clinical vocabulary, RCT Schema shares UMLS's well-known problems with capturing clinical concepts accurately [41] [42] [43] [44] . For example, one trial's intervention was percutaneous coronary intervention, which was defined as either percutaneous coronary angioplasty or a stent. However, percutaneous coronary intervention is not a UMLS term. To properly express this concept using existing UMLS terms for angioplasty and stent, a term-composition grammar [45] would be needed. As we switch our clinical vocabulary from UMLS to SNOMED CT, we will be exploring how we can better capture clinical concepts using SNOMED CT's compositional features for generating post-coordinated terms.
One other limitation to the current RCT Schema is that most of the eligibility rules we capture are not fully machine-understandable. We do capture age, sex, ethnicity, and language criteria in highly coded fashion but for general eligibility criteria, we are currently capturing base clauses only in free-form text. The generic modeling of eligibility rules has been a long-standing challenge [28, 46] , but it is critical that RCT Schema support automated eligibility determination so that decision support systems for evidence-based practice can automatically select the most relevant trials in RCT Bank to apply to particular patients. We are currently exploring generic modeling approaches to capturing the complex temporal and comparative relationships in eligibility rules in computable form.
Discussion
We have used a new ontology content specification method called competency decomposition to specify and evaluate RCT Schema, an ontology of RCTs for trial reporting and analysis. We showed that RCT Schema is competent for the vast majority of systematic reviewing subtasks and that it has performed well in capturing a range of RCTs. The benefits of our competency decomposition approach include the clear specification of a target task to ground ontological modeling, the tight coupling of domain modeling to the information needs of the target task, and the ability to use the competency decomposition as a ''yardstick'' to measure any ontology's competence for the target task.
To our knowledge, RCT Schema is the most complete trial ontology for trial interpretation and application to clinical care. It shares some content with other RCT ontologies that are targeted towards the trial performance parts of the clinical trial lifecycle (Fig. 1 ) (e.g., trial design [27] or protocol management and execution [25, 26] ). Ideally, systems from across the clinical trial lifecycle would all interoperate, as envisioned by the National Electronics Clinical Trials and Research (NECTAR) network [47] . Such interoperation would be facilitated by a common RCT ontology.
The competency decomposition approach could be used to define commonalities between RCT Schema and other RCT ontologies. For example, other major target tasks for clinical trial systems (e.g., protocol eligibility determination, participant tracking, good clinical practice compliance) could be defined and decomposed, and the information requirements for all high-level tasks compared and reduced to a common set. The process of explicitly defining target tasks and their information requirements may help clarify the interoperation needs of various clinical trial systems. The process may also serve to document and justify any eventual common information model. We are working with the HL-7 protocol representation group [48] to blend elements of the competency decomposition approach into their use-case driven information modeling efforts. This general approach should also be applicable to the modeling of other domains besides clinical trials.
